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The ofcial newsletter of the Southside Beekeepers Club.

SOUTHSIDE BEEKEEPERS MISSION STATEMENT
To help our members make recognisable improvements in
their beekeeping knowledge and performance, to work
towards the preservation and conservation of bees and
other pollinators and to provide a vibrant organisation that
attracts new members and retains its existing members.

The Sting Issue No. 25 - November 2020
NEXT CLUB MEETING
Club meetings in person are cancelled due to the Covid19 outbreak, however we are running a Teams meeting
for the AGM on Wednesday 27th January 2021, 7:30pm

Wishing you a very Merry Xmas
and a safe & prosperous 2021

I have re-published the article written by Steve
Rose on our new website and how to sign up
for the 2021 membership. This article was
used in the last edition of The Sting, however
as we have a new system to join the club, I
thought it worth reprinting. Please see page 7
for details

ATTENTION
ALL MEMBERS
PRESIDENTS REPORT

2021
MEMBERSHIP
FEES ARE DUE

Hello fellow south side bee keepers,
I’m hoping you’re enjoying the busy bee
season and they are keeping you entertained
and supplying you with some nice honey.
It sure has been an interesting and eventful
year to date.
Unfortunately the training course had been
cancelled, apologies for this to all those who
were involved.
We are still having problems with the Microsoft
teams, on line meetings and some members
not being able get access to it, if your having
any problems please speak to Ted who is
controlling this .
Should any members require any help, support
or have any questions, please contact your
mentor or any of the committee members.
Graeme Gill - President
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COMMITTEE MEETINGS

Ofce Bearers

Our committee meetings are on the second
Wednesday of each month however with the
Covid-19 issue, they are conducted via Microsoft
Teams. Members are always welcome but please
call Ted Cottle on 0428 429 547 for Microsoft
Teams set up details.

President
Graeme Gill
Graeme@southsidebeekeepers.com.au
M: 0418 560 742
Vice President Mark Collier
mark@southsidebeekeepers.com.au
M: 0407 553 022

EXTRACTOR HIRE

Secretary
Ted Cottle
ted@southsidebeekeepers.com.au
M: 0428 429 547

Extractors are now available at 4 locations.

Treasurer
Angelo Pannacci
angelo@southsidebeekeepers.com.au
M: 0423 094 087

Steven Rose at Brighton 0416 120 170

Dion Riches at Safety Beach 0417 292 269
Ted Cottle at Frankston South 0428 429 547
Angelo Pannacci at Patterson Lakes
0423 094 087

Committee Members
James Warner M: 0434 274 586
james@southsidebeekeepers.com.au

Hire is now $70.00 for 2 days. This includes a
$50.00 deposit, refundable upon the return of the
extractor in a clean condition.

Steven Rose M: 0416 120 170
steve@southsidebeekeepers.com.au

If you want a colony of Bees

Elliott Yeomans
elliott@southsidebeekeepers.com.au

If anyone requires a colony of bees please
contact Graeme, Mark or Ted to have their names
added to the list .

Sally Cooper M: 0419 362 545
bixdale@bigpond.com

Southside Beekeepers Meetings
We meet via scheduled on-line meeting noted in
the newsletter.

Contact Info
M: 0413 104 191
Postal Address
PO Box 3008 Frankston East VIC 3199
Post box emptied monthly

The Sting
Editor Mark Collier
mark@southsidebeekeepers.com.au
Copy for The Sting must be received by the 15th
of each month.

https://www.facebook.com/southsidebeekeepersclub/
Web: www.southsidebeekeepers.com.au
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Annual General Meeting Postponed
The committee voted on the 11th of November to postpone the AGM as there are a number of
outstanding matters that needed to be resolved.
We sincerely regret the short notication however the committee were placed in a position where
we had no choice but to cancel the meeting.
A new date for the AGM has been set for the 27th of January 2020.
We will closely monitor the COVID situation and if possible have an in person AGM in January, if
not the meeting will be held on line, approved proxies, nominations and online voting method will
be advised prior to the AGM, early January.

Bees collecting pollen from a poppy flower.
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Installing wax foundation.. by Elliott Yeomans
Wax foundation serves to reduce drain on the resources of the colony by supplying building
material, guiding the bees to build straight comb and inducing them to produce worker cells. It
also enables a means of adding structural reinforcement to help prevent stretching, damage by
shaking of comb when dislodging bees and collapse of comb due to forces that may be applied
during extraction processes.
The evolution of wax foundation involved attempts at the incorporation of reinforcing materials
such as cloth, wire cloth, cellulose, plywood, and wire. We now have available moulded plastic
foundation or fully moulded frame and foundation supplied in one piece. We are dealing here with
wax sheet foundation with wire reinforcement supported in wooden frames.

Wax sheets, with a moulded or impressed pattern, are inserted into the previously wired frames.
They need to be held in place by inserting into the slot in the top bar but also be in contact with
support wires. This can be done in two ways; the rst by applying pressure and/or heat with a spur
wheel embedding tool, the second by applying an electric current to the wires to heat them up and
sink them into the wax surface.
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Make sure the foundation is warm, preferably at room temperature. After embedding do not
subject it to cold temperatures because contraction and expansion of the wax may cause the
foundation to pull away from the wires or distort.
Use of the embedding tool is a simple process but slower than that of heating the wire electrically.
The wax foundation is placed on a backing support board, the wired frame placed on top of this
and inserted into the top bar slot. The wires will be in contact with the wax surface, the tool is then
run along the length of each wire, crimping and moulding the wax around the wire.
The tool may be heated by immersing in hot water, over a ame source, or the wax softened using
warm air from a dryer to assist in the process. An electrically heated spur wheel embedder is also
available.
In electric embedding the passing of a direct current from a battery, transformer or battery charger
through a wire will cause the wire to heat up. You can heat the full length of the wire by attaching
probes at each extreme of the wire but most embedders are designed to contact and embed one
run of wire at a time. The two outer prongs must touch the wire in the frame to create a short circuit
through each length of wire. The frame wire will get hot and the wax melts and adheres to the wire.

continued on page 6
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Using a jig to wire frames. by Elliott Yeomans

Insert the foundation into the top bar slot, place the foundation onto the backing board and rest
the frame wires on top of the wax. Hold the embedder onto the wire with the two outer terminals
making electrical contact and the inner two applying pressure to keep the foundation at. Press
and hold the contact button only briey, a fraction or a few seconds of electrical charge, this may
vary depending upon your current source, too long will melt and cut the wax foundation. The wires
will start to melt into the wax, ensure that they are pushed down into the wax as they cool to make
sure they are embedded. Wiggle the embedder to help release it from any melted wax and repeat
for each strand of wire.
There are many online videos with instructions for making and using an electric embedder but
much controversy in regard to battery chargers as a source of power.
My electronics expert advises the following:
“Suitable power supplies can be had from electronics supply houses such as Jaycar or Altronics.
They sell supplies that electronics enthusiasts know as a "bench supply". Usually, a bench supply
will have a knob to set the maximum current and another to set the voltage. A battery charger can
be utilized, but take care, as the term "battery charger" can be used for very different items. An old
style of battery charger consisted of a transformer and a selenium rectier. With this sort of
charger, one had to be vigilant as the current continued to ow, even after the battery was fully
charged. If short circuit protection was provided at all, it would have been with a fuse. Modern
battery chargers, on the other hand control the open circuit voltage and the current limit
electronically. They are similar to a bench power supply, but with less control.
The older sort of charger can be used if some resistance is wired in series to limit the current. This
is easy to set up for the apiarist, as a length of bee wire strung up across the room will make a
suitable resistor. The power dissipation, and how quickly the wire in the frame gets hot, and how
hot it gets can be adjusted by varying the length of the wire being used as a resistor”.
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New web site and renewing your membership

Hi Friends of Southside Beekeepers Club,

by Steve Rose

(preferred), cash or Paypal.

Our new website is up and running!

• Members will be notied via email once their
application has been approved.

You will still be able to nd it where it’s always
been, at www.southsidebeekeepers.com.au,
but from 1st January 2021, most website
content will be restricted to members only.
From that time, you will be required to login to
your account on the website to access event
details, course information and read articles.

We have also reviewed the membership fee
structure and made some small changes –
particularly surrounding family discounts.
Please take some time to make yourself
familiar with our fees, membership terms,
registration process and using your new
account here –
www.southsidebeekeepers.com.au/membershi
ps. Please press the JOIN NOW button on
that same page to submit your application for
membership.

On that note, Membership for 2021 is now
open.
Any member who signs up this year, will have
their membership active until December 2021.
Registering for membership is slightly different
from previous years in that each member will
be asked to create an account during the
process. This account will enable members to
view website content that will be restricted from
2021.

There are some answers to questions you may
have on both the registration page and at the
checkout. If you still have questions or have
difculty with the registration process, please
email us at
admin@southsidebeekeepers.com.

• All applications for membership need to be
approved by the committee.
• Accounts will be activated once the
committee has approved the application
and payment has been received.
• Payments can be made by bank transfer
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Jenbees Recipe corner

Honey Leches French Toast Recipe
Makes 4 servings

INGREDIENTS
For Honey Leches Mixture:
2 tablespoons blueberry honey
1/4 cup - evaporated milk
14t cup - lite Thai coconut milk
3 - large eggs
1 tsp. - pure vanilla extract
1/2 tsp. - ground cinnamon
For Berry Garnish:
1/2 cup - fresh raspberries
1/2 cup - fresh blueberries
1/2 cup - fresh strawberries, sliced

Prepare the pound cake. Arrange pound cake
slices, side by side, at, in a casserole dish
pour leches mixture over and around the
pound cake slices and soak for 1 minute.

For Hot Honey:
1/2 cup - blueberry honey
1/2 tsp. - cayenne pepper

Lightly coat the pre-heated electric hotplate
with vegetable spray. Remove pound cake
slices allowing any liquid to drain off (discard
any remaining liquid), then place each slice on
the hotplate for approximately 2 minutes on
each side, until they turn golden crispy.

For Pound Cake:
8 - small slices of pre-made pound cake
vegetable spray

METHOD
For Honey Leches Mixture: Place blueberry
honey, evaporated milk, coconut milk, and
eggs, in a mixing bowl and whisk to evenly
combine. Keep chilled.
For Berry Garnish: Place the raspberries,
blueberries and strawberries in a mixing bowl
and keep chilled.
For Hot Honey: Place 1/2 cup blueberry honey
in a small mixing bowl. Add cayenne and
warm, so the hot honey is very pourable.

To serve, place 2 overlapping pound cake
slices on a plate ('-. plates total). Top each with
the mixed berries and then drizzle each with
the warm hot honey.
Serve and enjoy!
Recipe courtesy of Chef Rob Corliss, made for
the National Honey Board Honey Leches
French Toast

Pre-heat an electric hotplate to 190°C. You can
also use a large non-stick frying pan, over
medium-high heat
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Biosecurity Manual for Beekeepers now available
Dr Jenny Shanks from Plant Health Australia has given the club
permission to print copies of the Biosecurity Manual for
Beekeepers v1.1 (©Plant Health Australia 2016) for members.
Jenny kindly informed us that there are no royalty payments
required.

beekeepers
Club
Southside

Registered Ass

ociation: 148694

062

Copies of this 64 page full colour publication can be ordered
through the club and will cost members $15.00 or a free pdf copy
can be downloaded from the club’s website.
Order or purchase copies at monthly meetings.
As you may be aware the honey bee industry, represented by the
Australian Honey Bee Industry Council, (AHBIC), in consultation
with all beekeepers and governments, has worked to develop the
Australian Honey Bee Industry Biosecurity Code of Practice
(Code). In July 2016, AHBIC endorsed the Code and its gradual
adoption across Australia.
The Code provides a clear framework for all beekeepers to
engage in best-practice biosecurity. Its purpose is to help
improve the management of established pests and diseases,
as well as increase preparedness and surveillance for exotic
pests and diseases that threaten our honey bee industry, such
as the Varroa mite.
A copy of the Code can be downloaded from http://honeybee.org.au/programs/code-of-practice-andnational-bee-biosecurity-program/
The new Livestock Disease Control Regulations 2017 incorporating the Code came into effect on 12 June 2019. The
new regulations cover activities that all beekeepers should already be undertaking to minimise the impact
of pests and diseases on their own hives and those of their fellow beekeepers.
Some new regulations apply to all beekeepers ; others apply only to beekeepers with 50 or more hives.
There are consequences for failing to comply with all apiary legislation in Victoria which may include being issued with
an infringement notice or court action for more serious or repeat offences. It is your responsibility to familiarise yourself
with the requirements that relate to you or seek assistance if you are not sure.
A copy of the Regulations can be downloaded from the Victorian Legislation and Parliamentary Documents website
http://www.legislation.vic.gov.au/. At the site, click on Victorian Law Today to search for the Regulations.

Biosecurity Signs
A4 Biosecurity signs can be purchased from
the club for $10.00 each. Contact Mark Collier
on 0407 553 022, email
mark@southsidebeekeepers.com.au.

VISITORS
PLEASE RESPECT

HONEY BEE BIOSECURITY
THIS APIARY BELONGS TO:

These are small enough to t into a padded
satchel so can be posted.

BEEKEEPER

CONTACT

CALL IN THE EVENT OF AN EMERGENCY
DO NOT ENTER THIS APIARY WITHOUT PRIOR APPROVAL
EXOTIC PLANT PEST HOTLINE

1800 084 881
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Our Club Sponsors
We would like to give a great thank you to our wonderful sponsors:

Bunnings

Frankston City Council

KEITH EDWARDS

Scotsburn Nurseries supplies
Melbourne and Victoria's best
independent retail nurseries. We are
proud of our long-standing reputation
as a producer of quality owers,
vegetables and herbs.
Tel. 03 9798 7066
Fax 03 9798 3121
Email scotsburn@scotsburn.biz

l a n d s c a p e

c o n s u l t a n t

M 0408 355 307
E keithmaxed@outlook.com

MONTEREY
SECONDARY COLLEGE

Trade only cash and carry plant
market direct to retail nurseries
and landscape industry

Kathy Li
CPA Registered Tax Agent

newartworx
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Pro-tax Accounting Services

B

info@newartworx.com.au
9790 0455

www.redrooster.com.au
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Mobile: 0430 560 779
10 Maroo Street,
Hughsdale Victoria 3166
E: kathy@protaxaccountingservices.com

